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WEB WRITING
DEVELOPMENT & DESIGN COMPANY H OME PAGE
Based on an interview and outline of the company’s brand, customers and culture.

PLEASED TO MEET YOU
We are MC2, a boutique West Coast development firm focused on assisting your business to align its
technology and business strategies. Our close-knit team of independent consultants provides a unique
blend of integrated services in a truly personal way. We get excited about realizing our clients’ goals and
bringing to life their business vision through optimal technical solutions; creating growth and evolution.
And we really care.
So …
connEct=MC2
Talk to us. We want to really understand your business, ideas and vision.
Our assessment of your business needs and our solution design strategy pivots on our understanding of
your business processes—not ours.
engagE = MC2
We understand both technology and business. We work diligently to create tailored, innovative
solutions—we recognize and appreciate what’s important to your success. The advice we provide is
always customized to your specific needs and industry demands; and we will keep listening.
succeEd= MC2
Our real world experience, industry best practices, and state-of-the-art technology make it happen. All
of our consultants and resources combine advanced qualifications with years of industry experience. We
understand the drivers of success today, and use all relevant channels to make things happen: SEO,
social media, eCommerce and crEative enErgy!
tEam= MC2
Our goal is to be the consultancy where everyone involved in every project is inspired by a warm,
nurturing culture where people are naturally driven to excel.
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DEVELOPMENT & DESIGN COMPANY ABOUT PAGE
ENERGY = MC²
Founded in 2008 by [link to profile on TEAM page] Janis Joplin and [link to profile on TEAM page] James
Dean, MC² Consulting is a boutique West Coast development firm that has grown into one of the Coast's
leading software development, web design and project management solutions for small to large
enterprises. Our passionate team is driven by a true commitment to realizing our clients’ goals through
aligning their strategies with evolutionary technology.
The key to our success is people—we want to build real relationships with both our clients and
resources. People who are truly engaged are naturally driven to excel—providing unrivaled service and
true innovation.
Since our first projects, our belief that the majority of businesses struggle with aligning organizational
vision with technology needs has been proven. Today, our passion and commitment to bridging this gap
is stronger than ever.
We make it our business to know your business. Then we collaborate with our partners to develop a
genuine solution. Our assessment of your needs, and our solution, relies on a complete understanding
of your business processes—not ours.
To help us deliver, we have strategic partnerships and associations with a large number of software
engineers, SEO experts, Social Media specialists, web designers and creative consultants. Our solid
support network ensures that we provide each client with a complete solution—we deliver the project
as a whole; managed and implemented.
But we don’t stop there. For entrepreneurs things have changed exponentially and we are here to
support, develop strategy and incubate your vision, brand and business to success— allowing your
business to do what it does best. Have a look at our [link] Business Incubator.
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RECRUITMENT BROCHURE
Inside Left Panel
About XX Recruitment
XX Recruitment is a family owned and operated agency, managed by Kerri XX-Borthen and Hamish Borthen.
Offering over 15 combined years of specialist HR experience, our tailored service ensures jobs are filled by the right
people in the right timeframe. We’ve been providing a wide range of recruitment services to organisations ranging
from government to small business in Perth since 2005.
At XX, we focus on service—not sales. We value and live by honesty and integrity. Working hand in hand with our
clients, we identify specific resourcing needs and find customised solutions that save time and money. XX
Recruitment’s expert service is affordable—we do the job without breaking your budget. Our flexible approach
means you are able to select, and pay only for, the recruitment services you need.
In short, we find the best people in the market to fit your business. And we provide a fixed price upfront.
Challenge your perception on recruitment!

Inside Centre Panel
Permanent and Temporary Recruitment Services
Incorporating:









Writing and posting advertisements
Online selection criteria
Bulk and individual online recruitment and candidate screening
Behavioural based interviewing
Computer-based competency evaluations & skills testing
Job-specific reference checking
Personalised follow-up on candidates’ progress and cultural fit
Payroll management
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Fold-In Panel
What can we do for you?
XX Recruitment offers a wide range of end-to-end custom recruitment services. Our expertise means you get fast,
efficient and affordable service—and our flexible approach means you receive personalised support at every level
throughout the process.
Importantly, we understand that small businesses need people who are not only skilled, but who really fit in with
the team and culture; people who will stay. So we get to know you. And if our candidates leave, we find a
replacement—free of charge. Our cost-effective service is second to none.
We offer:





Private & public sector experience across a wide range of industries
Specialist expertise in accounting and administration recruitment
Bespoke recruitment—select and pay only for the services you need
Fixed pricing—challenge your perception on recruitment!

Front Panel
XX Recruitment
At XX it’s Different

Back Panel
Call, email or visit us any time
XX Recruitment
Suite 3, 39 King George St.
Innaloo, WA 6018
Phone: (08) 9244 2789
Fax: (08) 9244 2741
E-mail: kerri@duffrecruitment.com.au
www.duffrecruitment.com.au
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TOY COMPANY ABOUT PAGE

Nicalex - the best educational toys at a fraction of the cost
Nicalex Toys offers the best quality, fun and fabulous educational toys that your child will love, delivered
straight to your door every month.
Get the best brands and avoid the high price tag—and still give your child the best in the world! They
will never get bored, as every month brings exciting new toys to play with and learn.
We stock a select range of the highest quality, top brand toys suitable for children aged x to x. The
website offers an easy and quick way to browse and pick specially selected educational toys to stimulate
and engage your child for hours; at the same time helping them learn much faster. Take the stress out of
shopping!
Our toys will make a real difference to how your child grows and learns. They will help them find their
identity, stimulate creativity and develop practical and mental skills much faster – let them shine.
Why Nicalex is the smart choice:







Quality toys can be rented at a fraction of the retail price
Toys are professionally selected appropriate to your child’s age and skill level
No accumulation of unwanted toys, no storage problems
Keep your child interested excited about the next delivery
Be absolutely certain that you will receive safe and hygienically clean toys for your child
Nicalex offers a true commitment to excellence in service and prompt delivery.

Please visit our blog page to learn about what happens behind the scenes, and find links to news,
articles on children’s learning, and product reviews on the best educational toys.
Subscribe now and receive 20 free fun stickers with your first order.
Nicalex – Funtabulous toys at a fraction of the price!
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SHIBATA DENTAL WEB COPY
Welcome!
Welcome to Shibata Dental—you’ve come to the right practice! Our dedicated team of professionals is
committed to providing you and your family with exceptional dental treatment and care.
Rest Assured – You’re in Good Hands.
We’ve looked after the finest details. From the minute you arrive, you can relax in complete comfort—our
refreshment facilities and calming reception area are second to none. Once your consultation
commences, our highly qualified team will focus on your needs, listen to your individual requirements and
customise your treatment. Our state-of-the-art technology—combined with unrivalled professional
expertise—means you get the best and most current dental care.
Lifelong Dental Care
Dental health is a crucial aspect of your family’s long-term wellbeing. It requires lifelong commitment, and
the caring team at Shibata Dental will help you every step of the way. We are dedicated to supporting you
and your family in maintaining a healthy smile for life. We do this through our relationship with you, our
meticulous approach and precision dentistry—with each visit, you are our focus.
Our Services:
[Focus
Precision
Care]
Shibata Dental offers a wide range of quality dental services to ensure you achieve the smile you
deserve. Restorative and Cosmetic dental procedures include teeth whitening, Invisalign (non-metallic
braces), implants and porcelain restorations.
The Shibata dental team is compassionate and knowledgeable. Please do not hesitate to contact us if
you have any questions about our services.
[Sedation Dentistry]
Are you anxious about visiting the dentist?
At Shibata Dental, you are assured of a relaxed environment. If you are anxious about dental treatment or
dislike needles, we offer sedation to help minimise your anxiety. Penthrox is a safe and effective shortterm analgesia using a portable inhaler device.
The Shibata Dental thorough examination
Your individual examination provides an ideal opportunity for our team to understand and address your
concerns. If Sedation Dentistry is a suitable option for you, we will explain the process and answer any
questions. Your dentist will determine how our team can make your dental experience as comfortable as
possible.
Whitening
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First Impressions count!
One of the first things people notice about you is your smile. What does your smile say about you? A
bright, white smile conveys vitality, enhances your general appearance, and in turn boosts confidence
and self-esteem.
As the level of brightness achieved by whitening varies from person to person, we assess the condition of
your teeth before advising you on the most suitable and effective whitening solution.
Shibata Dental offers Zoom Whitening, an advanced whitening system that can lighten the colour of your
teeth in just one hour.
Invisalign
(Picture of Invisalign)
Straight teeth without unsightly metallic braces.
Misaligned teeth can not only affect your confidence, but may also cause future problems with your jaw
and bite.
With Invisalign, you can enjoy the benefits of teeth straightening without unsightly metallic braces—it’s the
clear way to straighten teeth. Invisalign gradually moves your teeth through a series of custom-made,
removable, nearly invisible aligners. Invisalign also assists in maintaining good oral hygiene during the
course of orthodontic treatment, as it allows normal brushing and flossing.
The timeframe and number of aligners vary depending on your unique treatment plan, and we will discuss
this with you in detail.
Implants: An excellent option to replace missing teeth.
When you lose a tooth, your jaw and facial structure can be affected due to disruption of dental arch
integrity, alignment and bite.
There are a number of options available to replace missing teeth. Unlike removable dentures, implants
offer the convenience of a more permanent solution. Patients report that implants feel as comfortable and
secure as natural teeth. They love the fact that they are able to chew foods without experiencing the
embarrassment of dentures that slip, move and trap food.
We can help you determine whether implants are the best solution for you.
CEREC: Fewer visits; superior precision.
We are pleased to announce Shibata Dental’s investment in CEREC (CEramic REConstruction)—we now
offer you the benefits of this state-of-the-art technology.
No messy impression material – For some procedures (crowns, bridges, porcelain fillings and veneers)
you may recall needing to stay in a dental chair for up to two hours while the dentist took an imprint of
your teeth, using pastes and trays. CEREC uses precise digital imaging to take these impressions,
making the procedure more accurate, faster and less messy.
Save time – Immediately after images and intricate measurements of your teeth are taken, the CEREC
computer processes this information. Your crown, inlays or veneers can be made on the same day.
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Precision and Accuracy – CEREC utilises CAD/CAM technology that relies on 3D images and data that
are of the finest detail. This means that your crown, bridge, veneers or porcelain fillings are crafted from a
highly accurate foundation of data.
Cosmetic:
Love Your Smile
Cosmetic dentistry offers a number of solutions that can improve the appearance, health and function of
your teeth and mouth—giving you a smile that you will love.
Are you having trouble eating the food that you love? Do you hide your teeth when you smile?
Crowded, stained, cracked or missing teeth are all problems that can be corrected by a number of
techniques employed in cosmetic dentistry.
Shibata Dental offers a wide range of cosmetic dental procedures; including veneers, crowns, bridges,
implants, whitening and Invisalign.
A great smile can vastly improve your self-esteem and confidence. We will work with you to give you a
smile that you will absolutely love.
Children:
We Welcome Kids!
The team at Shibata Dental truly understands how important it is to ensure that your child’s experience at
the dentist is comfortable and positive. Our approach is fun, educational and caring, which means we can
help promote good dental habits for lifelong smiles. Regular visits to the dentist can also reduce the need
for more costly future treatments for your child.
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NEWSLETTER REWRITE
GETTING THE CREAM OF THE CROP IN A FAST-CHURN MARKET
By Sam Sample

As an employer, no doubt you’ve experienced some of the diverse challenges presented by the
current employment market. From an agency perspective, now more than ever, we need to be
relevant. We know you’re not asking why we’re best equipped to handle a recruitment process.
Why would anyone use a recruitment agency when they can post an advertisement on Seek?
Why use a recruitment agency at all?
The days of spending thoughtlessly are long gone. Times are tight, and it’s only sensible to be
cost conscious. Business owners, hiring managers, CEOs and GMs need to weigh up their
options. As such, for us it’s important to illustrate why high-quality recruitment consultants still
offer the most cost-effective option for a client seeking to hire the best employees, regardless of
the economic climate.
Outlined below are some of the key reasons.
1. Quality. Quality employees make all the difference, and a good recruiter will source the best
candidates. Just because there is a prominent skills shortage, it doesn’t mean that the best
candidates aren’t there. A skilled recruiter knows where to find them; using a range of specific
tools and techniques to tap into a passive employment market. Most clients rely on online job
ads to generate candidates, and due to widespread social media and ancillary options, this no
longer represents the ‘cure-all’. Sourcing quality candidates secures positive long-term results,
and for this you need to put in the necessary time and effort.
2. Time. Almost all clients conducting their own recruitment process have other daily priorities
that are equally important, but usually more immediate. These interruptions slow down a
recruitment process. It’s a fast-moving market. A good recruiter is aware of this and responds to
all applications within a maximum of 24 hours, with the aim of meeting the candidate within a
day or two of application. Niche recruitment experience in a savvy recruitment agency translates
to specialist acumen; enabling the recruiter to provide suitable candidates to a client faster than
the client can do themselves.
3. Awareness. An estimated 40% of candidates stretch the truth on their resumes. A worthy
recruiter has the tools to pinpoint these inconsistencies in résumés. At XX, our database and
filing system has a deep history that allows us to compare a résumé currently submitted to one
a candidate may have submitted in the past, enabling us to detect any fabrication in a résumé.
In addition, we back this up through reference checking and computer-based assessment
measures.
4. Independence. You get what you really need when you provide candidates with an impartial
and unbiased perspective. A good recruiter will act as an independent advocate representing a
specific role to selected candidates. They will realistically outline some of the hurdles that they
may face in a position, as well as the positive aspects of winning the role. Quality candidates in
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the current employment climate will almost always have other offers on the table, and such
candidates will be keen to grab a role where it is evident what the job entails, and where it is
clear that they are well suited. An expert recruiter will know exactly what culture fit you need to
bring into your organisation to ensure a successful placement. How many friends of friends
have you hired that have not worked out?
5. Insight. A good recruiter specialises; so they know the market intimately. This makes it
possible for them to provide advice to clients about candidate availability, relevant sourcing
methods, expected salaries, hiring timelines and candidates’ expectations in the current market.
6. Results. Getting the recruitment process right the first time is essential. Failing to do so will cost you
time and money. A competent recruiter will filter through the relevant applicants, make the calls, conduct
the initial interviews and present the client with two to three candidates suitably qualified for the role—
resulting in a timely and cost-effective decision.

XX Recruitment is able to offer all of these services and capabilities. We approach the final lap
of 2012 confident that our honest, ethical and efficient ethos is the way to go.
Over eight years we’ve developed an effective flat fee system—with no hidden outlays—to
satisfy cost-conscious companies. We know the current market needs a balance of financial
prudence and commercial excellence to achieve success, and realising this is our goal.
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MARKETING
Information is the life blood of your business.
Yet being agile and effective when it comes to extracting value from your business
information requires specific skills.

Are you able to …
 Quickly assess and understand the ever-increasing volume of data from your
business?
 Interpret and manipulate research results and figures sourced from the
marketplace?
 Analyse data to extract meaningful values and trends?
 Present numerical information so it is easily understood; yet impressive and
significant to your audience?
Do you have the confidence to use your numbers for effective decision-making?
You can get all these skills with [COMPANY] TRAINING
You may not have the time to attend seminars and group training sessions, and find that the
range of topics covered doesn’t match your needs. Perhaps you find it difficult to travel to
locations where training is offered. Or you may simply prefer to learn in private.

Professional training directly to you
What makes TRAINING different?
Obtain only the expertise that you need, AT A TIME AND PLACE THAT SUITS YOU!
 [xxx]™ offers you the flexibility to gain critical skills anywhere—in the office, while at home,
in the park or travelling for business.
 You determine a time that fits in with your schedule.
 We deliver your training session one-on-one or in a virtual classroom—maintain complete
privacy or involve your staff and colleagues.
 Personalised training means no time is wasted covering topics that don’t interest you or that
you already understand—concentrate on the roadblocks to your success.

Finally—personalised advice from an industry expert, via flexible delivery.
It’s all about what you need!
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How does it work?
Using [xxx] software, the instructor shares applications, data, a whiteboard and video with you.
You simply join the training session via an internet browser. While the [xxx] session is
connected, the parties can speak by phone or use a web session (VOIP, similar to Skype) to
communicate.
There is no need to download or install any additional software, and the system is compatible
with most corporate networks and firewalls. You are able to download relevant documents and
training guides for your personal use; alternatively, these can be sent to you via email.
How long does it take?
Typical training sessions take an hour. Focused sessions on individual topics might range from
just a few minutes to a few hours.
Who needs this?
Executives, senior managers and professionals; individuals who may not have the requisite
numerical, financial, statistical or systems knowledge to work optimally with business data in
order to achieve excellence in reporting and strategic information management.
And remember, you can:


Get one-on-one, personalised training from a highly-qualified, experienced industry
practitioner who will attend to your specific questions and requirements.



Have colleagues join the session if you wish, at no extra cost.



Organise training at a time that suits you—in or out of office hours.



Take the training in the office, at home or in the park—all you need is your PC and
broadband web access.



Skip over topics you already understand and concentrate on the roadblocks to further
success—you’re not held up by the slowest class member.



Work in an absolutely confidential and discreet environment; no classroom observation or
comparisons.
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CORPORATE STATEMENT REWRITE
Original:
[COMPANY] MARKET RESEARCH CAPABILITY STATEMENT
[COMPANY] partners with the leaders of the Market Research industry, providing high quality, accurate
and credible data collection.
The senior Operations team has over 80 years of collective Operational experience in all methodologies
in Australia, New Zealand and beyond. This vast experience, coupled with the team’s passion for client
service, and their ability to add value at the coalface of operations, assures you of total commitment and
dedication to your projects.
[COMPANY] is the first fully independent company in New Zealand to achieve ISO 20252 accreditation.
As quality is the primary focus of our data collection, we adhere to this world wide quality standard for
all our fieldwork. Add to this mix our compelling price points, the largest centrally located CATI centre in
New Zealand, and our ability to provide an extensive array of reports, and it is clear to see why
[COMPANY] has the answers to all your questions.

Rewrite:
[COMPANY] partners with Market Research industry leaders to provide high-quality, accurate and
credible data collection services.
The [COMPANY] senior operations team offers over 80 years of collective operational experience. Our
expertise covers the full range of methodologies employed in Australia and New Zealand, while our
passion for excellence in client service means added value, commitment and dedication to your projects.
Quality is the primary focus of our data collection—all our fieldwork adheres to the international ISO
standard for market, social and opinion research. [COMPANY] is the first wholly independent company
in New Zealand to achieve ISO 20252 accreditation, placing our company on the world platform for
excellence and efficiency.
Such world class, best practice research comes to you along with our compelling price points, the largest
centrally located CATI centre in New Zealand, and our ability to provide an extensive array of customised
reports. [COMPANY] delivers you the competitive edge—let us answer all your questions.
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RENEWAL/PROMOTIONAL LETTER

[LETTERHEAD]

WIN AN IPAD!
If you’re thinking about renewing your membership, you’re on the right track right now.
Take advantage of our special rejoin rate and you could win an Ipad!
Just by renewing your membership on or before 31 July, you’ll be in the draw to win a
brand new Ipad to spoil yourself or someone special. And if gadgets don’t really set your
heart racing, here are just a few reasons that will set your ticker on the road to such
ravishingly good health it will wonder what went right:

 Friendly, caring atmosphere for you and your family: our club is personal!
 Qualified staff with a wealth of expertise: we WILL help you, just ask!
 World-class facilities: state-of-the-art cardio equipment, free weights, swimming
pool, spin cycling studio, a ladies only facility and aerobic studios; we’ve got it all.

 We invest in replacing our equipment every three years; no rusty old gear!
 On trend with the most effective Radical Fitness, Pilates, yoga and group fitness
classes, including Zumba. Get jiggy with it.

 Professional instruction for kids: Learn to Swim and Circuit classes. Fitness; no fear.
Your options:
1. A simple upfront payment of $550 for a 12-month FULL membership or
2. Pay by direct debit at only $10.75 per week. (Conditions apply).

PS [Name], remember to RENEW TODAY to go into the draw to win an Ipad. Enquire at
reception or call 9390 9099. All new memberships go in the draw to win too, so get your
friends and family involved!
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MAGAZINE WRITING
CATALOGUE COPY
Coursework
TURNING POINTS
Karen Masterton Ames
$32.95
28 September 2007
8 47772 2369 1
235mm x 153mm, paperback, 304 pages
Ever wondered what it really feels like to become a paraplegic, or to save your best friend’s life? Karen Masterton
Ames, PhD, shares sixteen diverse and honest interviews revealing the turning points in people’s lives. This
poignant collection includes an interview with Kylie Minogue, exposing her feelings on sibling rivalry.

INSIDE FRONT FLAP BLURB FOR HARDBACK
Sixteen revealing interviews tell the stories of ordinary and extraordinary people’s most poignant life moments and
defining experiences. Their honest, laconic accounts speak from the heart.
A grandmother finds, at the age of seventy-three, the music she knew all her life she could make but was always
discouraged to try. A wealthy developer abandons his lifestyle for the sake of saving some old-growth Tasmanian
forest.
Not your sentimental sympathy seeker, each subject shares frankly their unique turning point in life. A plumber
tells of how he helped his mother, a cancer patient, commit suicide, commenting ‘We all know we’re going to die;
what’s important, I reckon, is the kind of person you are in the face of this’. The abandoned wife and mother’s
familiar lament, ‘I hate the bastard’, is shared with humour and inspirational evidence of courage in the face of
adversity. A frank interview with Kylie Minogue exposes her true feelings on sibling rivalry.
If you ever wondered what it really feels like to become disabled, or to save the life of your best friend, the answer
lies in these pages. These stories will inspire and compel, providing new perspectives on making choices and
reacting to life’s challenges. Professional counsellors will find the interviews offer accessible and valuable case
studies.
Turning points lays bare the soul of life, and echoes courage on every page.
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EVALUATIVE WRITING
REPORT
Coursework
To tell my story: Evaluation in terms of aims/purpose
To tell my story meets its objectives in that it set out to ‘collect reliable information about the Indigenous writer in
Australia which could be used to help the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders Arts Board and the Australia
Council in policy development and grants programs’.
The information was collected rigorously through a comprehensively tested survey and focus groups. Although it
is acknowledged that all relevant writers could not be involved (e.g. those in very remote areas), the sample is said
to ‘appear to be representative’ (p. 2) and can inform grant decisions through providing tangible data on which to
base those decisions. For a grant process to be fair and equitable, such data is imperative. It would have been
useful to convey the actual sample size in the introduction—the exact number of focus group attendees and
surveys (telephone and written) completed is not delineated at the start of the report. It is only toward the end of
Appendix 2 that the number of responses to the questionnaire is mentioned (228). In Appendix 2, numbers are
mentioned as ‘About 40 writers were invited…’ and ‘up to 50’; statistical tables give percentages of respondents.
The report ‘discusses the issues surrounding the Australia Council, publishing, intellectual property and … access
to grants’ comprehensively. It succeeds in showing that ‘many respondents’ (p. 47) endorse the contribution of the
Council to their work. Further, it highlights to the Council the need for additional publishing facilities; and for
formal and informal learning and networking opportunities at a local level (e.g. in libraries). The need to focus on
copyright problems for Indigenous writers is addressed; made real through quotes such as ‘I was paid $80 to put
my writing … in the museum. I was not told about the launch…’ (p. 44). The relevance of the sponsoring body’s
processes and the scope of its responsibility are not under-played.
The report further succeeds in identifying the Indigenous writer and their ‘writing, motivation, and their selfdefinition as professionals’. In this way, the subject of the report is represented in a very ‘real’ way; not as an
object of study but an important contributor with a unique identity. A salient outcome lies in the stated desire of
Indigenous writers to ‘share their culture and to achieve reconciliation’ (p. 29) as a reason for writing.
It appears that the report has met all of the requirements it set out to achieve in terms of content. Readers
include Australia Council members, the publishing team, and writers (Indigenous and other); where the publication
falls short is that it is not sufficiently accessible to reach the broadest possible publishing and writer audience,
people with disabilities, and those without internet access. Contributors requested copies of the report; however
as the report is only available as a PDF file online, it excludes a range of other readers (accessibility is addressed
later in this evaluation). Further, the currency of the findings and data is not able to be maintained due to the
format (e.g. the census date referenced is 1996).
Relevance to professional needs of members of publishing team
For different members of the publishing team, it is crucial to understand their author and his or her audience.
Without an understanding of the context, meaning and purpose of a piece of writing, misguided decisions could
result at any stage of the publishing process—from editing decisions that do not embrace a cultural background of
storytelling to design that does not match the cultural backdrop. To tell my story provides the publishing team with
access to varied and in-depth information about indigenous Australian writers’ backgrounds and motivations.
For the editor, a clear understanding of the perspective of indigenous writers and insight into the backgrounds
and context of their stories brings a deeper sense of understanding and thus a more in-depth level of editing to the
process.
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For indigenous writers, the report makes public and delineates the restraints and difficulties facing them in their
work; explains their needs and motivations, and highlights their currency as a strong force in Australian literature.
Evaluation of accessibility, design and presentation
Design and presentation
The thumbnail picture of the cover on www.ozco.gov.au/arts shows an appealing and apt use of earthy colours.
Unfortunately, the PDF is devoid of colour, which would have added a great deal of appeal.
The font choice is excellent in both the title and headings. The ‘typewriter’ face used in headings throughout the
report works well in that it evokes the image of a writer hard at work. The title blends into graphics reminiscent of
popular Aboriginal artwork on a square backdrop, which brings together concepts of cultural heritage and modern
application. White space is used to good effect, with the cover graphic extended to the verso of each chapter’s first
(recto) page.
The chapter headings are consistent and engaging, as many ask a question that encourages the reader to look for
the answer, e.g. ‘What is being written?’ This question style is also used, at times, in subheadings, e.g. ‘Do
education and training help?’ The Contents pages ease navigation through the report; however live links would be
useful in the online format.
The preface and introduction are easy to read, though ‘The research team would like to express its thanks to…’ at
the start of paragraph one of the preface is repeated at the start of paragraph two. The appendixes are
appropriate in that they expand on specific statistical data and the methodology employed, and offer the survey
for reference.
In terms of structure, informative bullet point lists, tables and charts break up the text liberally, and the layout is
uncluttered. Each graph is interpreted in a paragraph, such that different reading patterns are accommodated.
Different kinds of graphs are used appropriately (e.g. a pie chart to indicate male vs. female representation, and a
column chart for age). There is inconsistency in the placement of paragraphs and the charts they describe. Placing
related text, including quotes, either consistently underneath subheadings or below the charts they discuss (and
not to the left or right) would add coherence to the overall presentation and ease of interpretation. It may also
have been more visually appealing to emphasise quotes using boxed/break-out text, perhaps with an earthy colour
as background.
The report as a whole is relatively easy to read, though the text font is small. Having the summary at the start of
the report would engage a wider audience, as readers often look for the conclusion if they don’t have the time or
inclination to explore further. The most important conclusions would thus be highlighted at the outset.
Accessibility
As mentioned earlier, the publication falls short in that it cannot reach the broadest possible publishing and writer
audience. As the report is only available as a PDF file online, it also excludes a range of readers with disabilities,
and readers without access to the internet.
In testing search engines and key words as a way of locating the report, it appears that current metadata is
insufficient to allow ease of location via this method, thus an interested party not aware of the need to visit the
www.ozco.gov.au/arts site would have difficulty finding it.
Evaluation of language, tone and register
The language is in a standard register (e.g. ‘Educational attainment has a significant impact on the ability of writers
to take advantage of opportunities to further their writing … They even seemed to attract a “lucky break” more
often than others!’), with quotes naturally more informal (e.g. ‘I just want to get it published—I don’t care …’).
The tone of the report is formal yet engaging—it is not dull or neutral, as there is a definite sense of appreciation
for the situation of Indigenous writers. The language is plain English, and does not revert to jargon or complicated
concepts—the results of data collation and explanations of charts are stated simply for ease of understanding.
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The title is compelling; these people want to tell their story. Quotes are used to good effect, adding depth, e.g.
‘It’s a powerful tool—really powerful—to change people’s views… Us writers are dangerous people!’
A few minor typing errors and repetition were noted, for example:
 p. 3 transpose ‘are thirty’ in caption for Figure 1.2
 pp. 11 and 13 ‘respondents’ misspelled in Table 2.2 and 2.3 headings
 p. 59 ‘of writers’ is repeated in the heading for column three of Table 4.5
 p. 65 Table 8.4 lacks ‘%’ in the heading for column 2.
There is some inconsistency in the localities conveyed in the Introduction and at the start of Appendix 2, with the
Introduction not mentioning Western Australia, and conversely mentioning Melbourne, which is not mentioned at
the start of Appendix 2 (though it is outlined later, on pp. 71–72).
Recommendation
The ‘budgetary and logistical constraints’ (p. 2) of the study are likely to have prohibited the report from being
produced in an online and/or other formats; however a revision could include:
 A more accessible online format (HTML, audio, LONGDESC etc.), which will also allow data to be updated
at regular intervals
 A summary report in printed format (to distribute to remote communities) and in HTML
 The summary at the start of the report instead of at the end
 Appropriate photos to add visual appeal
 Application of colour
 A list of writers and maps indicating where they live.
The publication brings invaluable insight into an important and previously neglected area of Australian writing. It
is well researched, presented in detail, and provides the desired content. As such, the report has served its
purpose well. Nevertheless, the publication is not sufficiently accessible, has not reached all of the intended
audience, and is expected to become outdated quickly (it may already be considered outdated in some aspects).
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PSYCHOMETRIC WRITING
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT REPORT: ‘JACK JOHNSON ’
(SOURCE ORF INFORMATION ON FOLLOWING PAGE; OPQ WRITE-UP & SUMMARY - OWN)

Results & Performance Driven

Coaching Role Play


Mr [Johnson]’s performance in the Coaching Role Play was characterised by a confident and
enthusiastic style, which in turn inspired confidence in his subordinate—Kim believed that progress
would be made on the project. Mr [Johnson] was able to demonstrate his ability to drive results
through others.



Mr [Johnson] focused on salvaging timeframes to bring the project back on track, and provided
Kim with advice regarding managing Daniel’s expectations, e.g. ‘I think it’s good to keep Daniel
informed so there are no surprises down the track’.



By the end of the meeting Mr [Johnson] had agreed on some action steps and outcomes with Kim,
such as that an interim report would be drafted on the information to date to enable a review
prior to delivery to Daniel. He also determined that Kim was to respond to Daniel to update him on
the status of the project; and a meeting would be arranged with the engineers. Mr [Johnson]
determined to meet with Daniel to establish his views on the engineers and possible courses of
action.



To improve, Mr [Johnson] needed to set timeframes around actions and establish clear follow-up—
this would have demonstrated a commitment to flawless execution.

Occupational Personality Questionnaire


Mr [Johnson]’s responses to the OPQ indicate an overall style that is distinctly socially driven and
influential, but highly unstructured. His profile indicates an extreme level of flexibility regarding
deadlines and completion, along with a marked preference for achievable rather than highly
stretching targets. These tendencies may at times detract from his readiness to accept challenging
projects; or motivate others to persist with tasks and ensure that goals are achieved within
established timeframes.



Though very decisive, Mr [Johnson] is slightly more inclined to base his decisions on ‘gut feel’ than
facts and figures. This may at times mean that a course of action is not well thought through prior
to taking action.



Mr [Johnson] should be as inclined as most to analyse people’s motives in driving results through
others.
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Summary


Overall, this was assessed as an area of effective performance at the Senior Leadership level. Mr
[Johnson] demonstrated enthusiasm and confidence in driving results through others. To improve
at a senior level, he would benefit from adopting a more structured approach, and establishing
timeframes around actions. Mr [Johnson] may also wish to consider to what extent he thinks
through the validity and pertinent details relating to data before committing to a decision.

SOURCE: ORF INFORMATION
Coaching Role Play
By the end of the meeting [Jack] had agreed with Kim that an interim report would be drafted on the
information he had to date, so he could review it before it went to Daniel; Kim was to respond to
Daniel to update him on the status of the project; and a meeting was to be set up with the engineers.
[Jack] was also going to meet with Daniel to get his views on the engineers and possible courses of
action. He asked Kim to brief him on the status of the rest of the project in the hope that they could
salvage the timelines to bring the project in on time.
Provided Kim with advice regarding managing Daniel’s expectations “I think it’s good to keep Daniel
informed so there are no surprises down the track”
Having some timescales around the actions and an agreed time to meet for review may have cemented
these further.
[Jack] infected Kim with his confidence and enthusiasm believed that progress would be made on the
project.
Integration Notes
Coaching R/P – In terms of driving results through others did this well, his infectious enthusiasm was
good, Kim felt confident that things would happen. Focused on salvaging time frames to bring the
project back on time, managed Daniel’s expectations.
Needed to set timeframes around actions and establish some follow-up
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Context: The extract below is taken from a report written following comparative analysis of the Occupational
Personality Questionnaire profiles of twelve members of a leadership team.

L EADERSHIP

3



Though combined responses lead to an average rating, the team overall profiles as less influential than
other Australian managers. Most respondents indicate a slight to definite dislike of using persuasion or
negotiation to convince others, with only one (C) indicating a moderate interest in this regard. In
addition, only one participant (K) is more than moderately interested in taking control of people or
situations, with one (A) indicating a strong dislike of telling others what to do.



Respondents vary slightly in terms of their sociability and inclusiveness as a leader. Most respondents
profile as at least moderately outgoing; however, P describes himself as highly outgoing, while S profiles
as reserved in her leadership style. Similarly, where most participants profile as at least moderately
consultative, A describes himself as having a slight preference for making decisions without consultation.



As such, the common theme relates to a relative disinclination in terms of negotiation and taking the
lead; along with a predominant tendency toward an outgoing and inclusive style.

Key Similarities


Persuasion and negotiation - relatively low to moderate interest. How effectively does the leadership
team sell their vision and ideas to the rest of the organisation and to external contacts?



Taking the lead - relatively low to only a slight interest. How effectively does the leadership team lead
from the front when required, e.g. in a crisis?

Key Differences


Outgoing – varies from highly outgoing to clearly reserved; though most respondents tend toward an
outgoing style.



Consultative – varies from highly consultative to slight preference to make decisions alone; though most
respondents indicate an inclusive style.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT REPORTS
Context: The following (extracts from) reports were written following interpretation of Occupational Personality
Questionnaire profiles and ability test results. The reports were tailored to address job requirements and key
competencies.

SALES MANAGER

MOTIVATING OTHERS
Significant
Development
Need

Development
Need

Effective

Strength

Key Strength



Ms Surname describes herself as an influential, highly persuasive individual who is as
comfortable as her peers directing others. As a result, she should sell the vision and strategy of
the organisation to her team and ensure that they buy in to their goals and objectives.



Ms Surname also profiles as a reasonably consultative individual; she tends to involve her team
and colleagues in decision-making. Her fairly inclusive style is complemented by a moderate
preference to analyse people and determine what ‘makes them tick’. As such, she is likely to
develop an understanding of how best to motivate the people in her team. In addition, she is
apt to invite and engage in open discussion, which should in turn provide her with an avenue
for hearing about team members’ goals and career aspirations.



Further to her fairly consultative demeanour, Ms Surname indicates a clear inclination to adapt
her style to suit a particular situation or individual. Her moderately supportive, empathetic
nature, along with her capacity to flex her approach, should assist her in tailoring her
motivational style to empower diverse personalities within her team.



Ms Surname’s responses to the personality questionnaire indicate a fairly optimistic nature,
along with a moderate level of ambition to achieve challenging targets and to succeed in
career terms. Along with her reasonable level of competitive drive, Ms Surname is likely to be
comfortable encouraging others to succeed. However, her strong preference for a steady pace
at work may somewhat detract from her capacity to motivate others with energy and
enthusiasm.
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